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Youth Engagement
Pioneer Park: A Kids Art Project
After early discussions with City staff identified Little Canada youth as a key stakeholder group
to the Pioneer Park Master Plan, I (Catherine Bruns) began development of a youth
engagement plan. Drawing on my experience as a curriculum designer and my research
background in youth advocacy, I proposed collecting youth feedback on Pioneer Park via an art
project centered on the question, “What is your dream Pioneer Park?” In its entirety, my youth
engagement plan aimed to accomplish the following goals:
1. Make contact with 120-150 K-81 students across both public and private schools
2. Raise awareness of the development of a Pioneer Park Master Plan among youths,
parents, and school administrators
3. Gather artistic evidence of what a “dream” Pioneer Park looks like for youths, including:
a. Playground equipment
b. Field usage
c. Aesthetic design (i.e. pond, wildflower garden, etc.)
d. New park additions (i.e. splash pad)
4. Relay to youths how their feedback on Pioneer Park will be implemented and/or
incorporated into the park master plan
5. Empower youths to be engaged citizens and active contributors to community
planning and decision making
As will be detailed in the following report, these objectives were not only accomplished, but truly
surpassed, particularly in terms of diversity of participants reached and quantitative data
collected. Consequently, I believe that the City of Little Canada should feel confident that
youth stakeholders have been thoroughly involved in this Pioneer Park engagement
process.

Project Overview
After receiving approval from City staff to pursue this plan, I contacted art teachers in four
elementary and middle schools in the Little Canada community: Little Canada Elementary
School (LCE), Roseville Area Middle School (RAMS), St. John’s Catholic School (SJ), and
AFSA Charter School. Through email, I learned that AFSA would not be offering art in the fall; I
received no response from art teachers contacted at RAMS or SJ.
In early October, I connected with Sarah Wolfe, the sole K-6 art teacher at LCE, who expressed
willingness to incorporate my project in her curriculum for Distance Learning Academy students.
After discussing her needs and instructional constraints, we settled on a multi-part project that
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would include video lessons to communicate park and project content, a survey to collect
quantitative feedback, and a final art component that would allow students to share their vision
for a dream Pioneer Park, all of which could be shared with students through the school’s
learning management system, Schoology.
Material development occurred during mid-October. The content lessons evolved into three 7-8
minute videos that introduced students to the project, community parks, and Pioneer Park;
shared cool park designs around the world and here in Minnesota; and explained how youth
feedback would be shared with the City and influence the Pioneer Park planning process. The
survey was created using Google Forms and collected feedback on what students like to do at
community parks and at Pioneer Park specifically. Although the final art component was
designed and managed by Ms. Wolfe, I created a Google Form for students to upload a photo of
their artwork and created a tutorial video to help them with this process. Because LCE is a
dual-language school, the three content videos and two Google Forms were made available in
both English and Spanish2 through the use of translating services provided by the University of
Minnesota. With materials developed and translated, the project was launched to approximately
200 LCE Distance Learning Academy students on October 27, 2020. When LCE switched to
entirely online instruction shortly after, the project was relaunched on November 10, 2020 to
students who had been receiving in-person instruction, thus increasing the participant reach to
the entire LCE population.
After the successful deployment of the project in LCE, I sent a second wave of emails to
previously contacted art teachers and also reached out to grade and special education teachers
at RAMS, SJ, and AFSA. I was able to connect with two new teachers willing to trial the project:
Kerry Schulte, a 2nd grade teacher at AFSA, and Kristin VanSickle , a 5th grade teacher at SJ.
Both instructors modified the project for their classes by tailoring the art component and
adjusting to their school’s instructional format (hybrid in the case of Ms. Schulte, all in-person in
the case of Ms. VanSickle) and course calendar. Ms. Schulte chose to tie the project to her
class’ unit on government, and Corrin Wendell, Little Canada Director of Community
Development & Planning, kicked off the project on November 9, 2020 with a virtual conversation
about local government and the importance of contributing to your community. Ms. VanSickle
launched the project with her in-person students on November 6, 2020. The project was
wrapped in all three schools by December 7, 2020.
At the project’s end, students, parents, and administrators received a debrief letter (for AFSA
and SJ families) or dual-language school newsletter post (for LCE families) that shared early
findings and invited them to attend the City Council workshop on December 16 to learn how the
feedback collected would be used in the Pioneer Park planning process. The debrief also
encouraged adults and older children to share their own thoughts on Pioneer Park by
completing the public survey created by the RCP Fellows survey team.
In the end, this youth engagement project was disseminated to 583 K-6 students at LCE, 19 2nd
grade students at AFSA, and 16 5th grade students at SJ, for a total of 618 K-6 students
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across three schools in the Little Canada community. The following two sections detail the
results of the project’s visual survey and artwork components.

Visual Survey
After completing the first content video, students were invited to complete a 5-9 question survey
disseminated via Google Forms. The survey was broken into two sections: general community
park interests and Pioneer Park feedback. At the end of Part I, students were asked to identify if
they had been to Pioneer Park by answering Yes, No, or I don’t know. Those who answered
Yes proceeded to an additional four questions specific to Pioneer Park for a total of nine
questions; those who answered No or I don’t know were stopped at five questions total.
Because of variations in student reading and writing abilities across grades, it was requested
that the survey limit writing as much as possible. As a result, questions were primarily multiple
choice or check box answers, many of which included a cartoon or photograph accompaniment
(hence “visual” survey). Two writing questions occurred on Part II of the survey and requested
one word answers; other questions permitted but did not require write-in answers.
Most importantly, participants were permitted to skip any question (other than the first two
questions that requested grade and location). Although this led to variations in the number of
responses across questions, I worried that tech issues or confusions may inhibit students from
completing the survey in its entirety and felt that it was more valuable to collect as much data as
possible. These differing response rates are outlined in each data set and accounted for in the
analysis. Further drawbacks of this survey design decision can be found in the Limitations
section.

Survey Participants
As previously mentioned, this survey was
disseminated to 618 K-6 students across
LCE, SJ, and AFSA. From this population,
324 students began a survey and
completed at least the first feedback
question.
Students from all six grades and
kindergarten were represented in the final
sample. Second grade was the largest
group represented (48 students), while fifth
and sixth grade was the least represented
(20 and 23 students, respectively).
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Students who completed the survey
represented 16 cities across Minneapolis-St.
Paul and its suburbs. Of these, 46% of
students were from Little Canada, with the next
largest proportions coming from Roseville
(19%) and Maplewood (12%). Locations
represented in the “Other” category included
Inver Grove Heights, Lino Lakes, Woodbury,
and Blaine, among others.

Part I: General Community Park
Interests
After collecting non-identifying student info, students moved on general community park
interests. Students were asked two questions: “What do you like to do in a community park?”
and “What would make you excited about a community park?” Respondents were permitted to
select as many options as they wanted per question; 324 students responded to the first
question and 311 students to the second.
In answering “What do you like to
do in a community park?” nearly
80% of students identified the
playground as the largest draw.
Additionally, relational activities
such as playing with friends or
being with family were popular
(54% and 44% respectively). The
most popular physical activity was
biking, skateboarding, or scootering
(44%), followed by walking (40%).
By contrast, playing sports was the second-least popular activity overall, with only 105
students (32% of respondents) identifying it. Of those who did identify sports as an interest, the
majority were 5th graders (61%), and only 25% of those who responded (38 students) identified
as Little Canada residents. Additional write-in responses from students included swimming,
running, and “Looking for stuff in my nature collection.”
A small but significant finding from this first question is that six students responded “I have
never been to a community park.” Although a small subset of responses, all six of these
responses were submitted by students attending LCE, and five of these students identified as
Little Canada residents. This response could be an anomaly or confusion on the part of
respondents, but it is important to consider given the City’s emphasis on creating a park system
that is accessible and used by all in the community.
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In answering “What would make
you most excited about a
community park?” a majority of
students expressed climbing
options as an interest, with
ropes (67%) and art (47%)
receiving considerable attention.
The second-most popular
activity identified was a splash
pad, with 63% (196 students)
noting it as an interest. Of those
who listed splash pad as an
interest, over half (58%) identified
as residents of Little Canada or
Roseville. By contrast, the least exciting activity to students was a skate ramp (18%), which
suggests that the investment may not have enough youth support. Finally, the handful of write-in
responses included basketball and soccer, a zipline, a dog play area, and a pond or animal
reserve.
As mentioned earlier, Part I of the survey asked students to identify if they had ever been to
Pioneer Park with Yes, No, or I don’t know options. Of the 323 students who answered this
question, 155 students (48%) noted that they had visited Pioneer Park. A locational
breakdown further reveals that 148 students who answered this question were from Little
Canada specifically. Of these responses, over half of Little Canada youth residents (57%)
noted that they had been to Pioneer Park, while 44% chose No or I don’t know options.

Part II: Pioneer Park
The 155 students who identified that they had been to Pioneer Park continued on to the
survey’s second section on Pioneer Park specifically. This section contained two short writing
questions, one multiple choice question, and one Yes-No-I don’t know question.
To begin, students were asked to
describe Pioneer Park in one word.
Responses to this question were
overwhelmingly positive, and the
most popular descriptor for
Pioneer Park was “Fun.” Other
frequent words used included
“Awesome,” “Cool,” “Big,” and
“Park.” Less positive words, such as
“Litter,” “Old,” or “Bland,” were
mentioned but with far less
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frequency than words with positive connotations.
Students were also asked a second write-in
question of “What is your favorite thing
about Pioneer Park?” The responses
largely centered around the park’s
playground, which echoes results found in
Part I of the survey. In addition to the
overarching “Playground,” students
identified specific playground features such
as the monkey bars, swings, tire swing, and
slides; “Climbing” was also a popular
response that aligns with earlier findings.
Sports were noted less frequently, although
those that came up included basketball,
soccer, and the football field. Space and nature were also underlying themes, with mentions
of the pond, the trees, and getting “fresh air” each making an appearance. Finally, some
students mentioned the park’s proximity as their favorite quality, with one saying that the park
is “close to grandma’s house” and another that “the park is close to where I live.”
Students were also asked a multiple choice question of “What sports do you like to play at
Pioneer Park?” Respondents were permitted to select as many options as they wanted per
question. Of the 155 students who responded, over ⅓ of students (36%) identified soccer as
a sport they play at Pioneer
Park, with 58% of these 56
responses coming from Little
Canada or Roseville specifically.
However, the second-highest
response to this question was “I
don’t play any sports at Pioneer
Park,” with nearly ⅓ of students
(33%) selecting it. Of the 50 total
responses to this option, 82% (41
students) identified themselves as
in grades K-4. After this, the next
highest sport response was tennis
at 22% of students. A locational breakdown further reveals that of the 34 students who identified
tennis as a sport they play at Pioneer Park, 21 students (62%) were from Little Canada or
Roseville. Write-in responses to this question were infrequent but included running, biking, and
“racing games.”
The final question asked was “Do you like the playground at Pioneer Park?” Overwhelming,
students said Yes: of the 153 responses to this question, nearly ¾ of students (74%) said that
they do enjoy the playground at Pioneer Park. Furthermore, of the 82 students from Little
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Canada specifically who answered this question, 70% (58 students) affirmed their enjoyment of
the playground. Of the write-in responses collected for this question, three students noted that
they had not yet visited the playground or did not recall the playground.

Artwork
After completing the second project video and visual survey, students were invited to participate
in an art project centered on the question “What is your dream Pioneer Park?” This question
evolved out of my desire to gather feedback on what park features students gravitated towards
after learning about cool park designs and the existing layout of Pioneer Park.
Like the visual survey, this art component was disseminated to 618 K-6 students across LCE,
SJ, and AFSA schools. Unfortunately, the amount of artwork I collected from students (86
pieces across three schools) was far lower than the amount of survey responses I received;
possible explanations for this decrease are outlined in the Limitations section.
As mentioned previously, this final artwork component was managed by each teacher and
looked different in each school. The following sections detail the design of this art component in
each case, as well as core themes that emerged in each batch of collected artwork.

AFSA Artwork: Pioneer Park Map
Second grade teacher Kerry Schulte opted to use an outline of Pioneer Park for her students’
final art project. To assist with this, I created a hand-drawn map of Pioneer Park that included
existing park features such as the pond, walking paths, and sports fields. Students added their
own ideas to this base map and labeled any symbols or shapes in a map key. Ms. Schulte
translated any illegible student writing and dropped the maps off at City Hall so that they could
be scanned to me for analysis. Because Ms. Schulte was teaching a hybrid model, art was
gathered from 12 in-person students only3.
AFSA student artwork favored the addition of many new park features, including a skate park, a
fenced-in dog park, and a “quiet place.” Many students also included a summer water
activity, such as a splash pad, waterpark, pool, or general swimming area. Students also
suggested an expanded playground that included more climbing options, such as monkey
bars or a jungle gym, as well as an obstacle course such as one featured on a playground in
Golden Valley. Suggestions of a playground theme were also mentioned, with proposals
including desert plants, dogs, space, and farm. Sports appeared less frequently though included
options such as disc golf, bowling, and football; by contrast, nature areas were very
prominent, with many noting existing park features such as the pond and bridge, as well as
making requests for a fishing area. Overwhelmingly, ideas for improving Pioneer Park’s
community atmosphere were popular, with students including food options such as an ice
3
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cream stand or donut food truck, library, and additional seating and drinking fountains.
Relatedly, students seemed to express a desire for events or activities aligned with the
seasons, such as ice skating in the winter, a haunted house in autumn, and a scavenger hunt
or movie night in the spring and summer.

St. John’s Catholic School Artwork: Pioneer Park Vision Board
Fifth grade teacher Kristin VanSickle had students develop a Pioneer Park vision board using
Google Slides. SJ students relied primarily on clipart or photographs and added labels to each
slide, which drastically simplified analysis. Art projects were completed in-person with the
assistance of Ms. VanSickle; of the class’ 16 total students, 14 completed slideshows. Because
a handful of students demonstrated minimal effort, nine of the 14 slideshows were shared
with me by Ms. VanSickle and used for analysis.
Despite being older, SJ students shared similar interests to AFSA students, with artwork
suggesting the inclusion of a fenced-in dog park, skate park, and splash pad-specific water
activity. Although playgrounds were mentioned less frequently, there was a request for a
climbing area, as well as the addition of music poles. Nature was also a big draw, with
students desiring a wildlife watching area and small waterfall. However, SJ students also
proposed new park features such as mini golf, a zipline, and an ice rink, and sports-specific
activities centered on more basketball courts. Furthermore, SJ artwork expressed interest in
sustainability opportunities in the park, such as a greenhouse or a solar farm with a garden.
Finally, like AFSA students, SJ students showcased interest in expanding community-centered
offerings related to food, libraries, picnic areas, and autumn events such as hay rides or a
corn maze.

Little Canada Elementary Artwork: Anything Goes!
K-6 art teacher Sarah Wolfe provided LCE students as much flexibility as possible in their final
art project. Students, all of whom completed their artwork at home, were encouraged to use any
medium available, resulting in art pieces that ranged from LEGO creations and clay figures to
Youtube videos and pixel art to more traditional pencil and crayon designs. Although some
artwork included labels, the majority were more abstract, which made analysis challenging.
Additionally, because students were learning from home, sharing artwork was difficult, as
students had to take a photo of their art and upload it to a Google Form for me to access. Some
photos were too difficult to make out to be included in analysis, and the challenges of uploading
the photo at all likely severely limited the amount of artwork received. Despite being sent out to
all 583 LCE students, I received artwork from only 65 LCE students; furthemore, only four
submissions were shared via the Spanish Google Form.
Artwork from K-6 students at LCE shared many similarities with that of AFSA and SJ students.
Student designs included features such as a zipline, skate park, and fenced-in dog park. Also
like AFSA students, LCE student interest in a summer water activity was more expansive and
included suggestions such as a waterslide, pool, or waterpark, in addition to a splash pad.
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Sports were more popular with LCE students, who mentioned a desire for more basketball and
soccer courts, as well as a turf football field. Nature was another prominent theme, with
students brainstorming ideas for a fountain, flower garden, a pond with fish, and added trees
and trails. Yet overwhelmingly, LCE student artwork focused on the playground. Although
traditional features such as slides and a tire swing were common, options such as a seesaw,
trampoline, and sandbox were also mentioned. Like AFSA and SJ students, LCE students also
made specific requests for musical instruments and an obstacle course. Furthermore, LCE
artwork echoed climbing themes that have been identified throughout this report and included
suggestions of monkey bars, a climbing wall, and a “giant snake” sculpture. A theme of Jack
and the Beanstalk was also recommended for the playground. Finally, LCE students
demonstrated an interest in making Pioneer Park a place for everyone. Suggestions of
increasing accessibility by adding wheelchairs and a non-sand playground area were
mentioned, as well as expanding parking (including for motorcycles) and bench seating. New
ideas for community gathering also emerged, such as campfires, more picnic tables, and “a
gazebo for parents.”

Final Recommendations
Based on the youth engagement findings outlined in this report, I present the following
recommendations to the City of Little Canada for consideration in the Pioneer Park Master Plan:

1. Develop an inclusive and accessible playground for kids of all
ages
Results from both the visual survey and artwork revealed student passion for the playground at
Pioneer Park. Across grades and schools, students were satisfied with many of the
playground’s traditional features while also acknowledging opportunities for improvement,
particularly in areas of inclusion and accessibility. In fact, one comment on artwork requested
that the Pioneer Park playground be made “taller for big kids, [because] we need parks too!”
Although findings suggest that students are largely happy with the current playground, there
was a fierce desire to increase climbing areas, which could be a way to draw older children to
the park while still pleasing younger children. Additionally, adding a small-scale distinguishing
feature to the playground, such as a theme, musical area, or mini obstacle course may entice
students who use the playground at Spooner Park more frequently. Finally, students were
attentive to accessibility needs on the Pioneer Park playground, particularly in the case of
wheelchair access, which suggests that advancing playground accommodations is a
well-supported and worthwhile investment. Enhancing playground accessibility would not only
improve youth access to the playground itself, but also reinforce youth perceptions of Pioneer
Park, and parks in general, as a welcoming place for all members of the community, regardless
of race, gender, or ability.
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2. Reduce the number of sports fields OR redevelop existing fields
into multi-use fields
Findings from the visual survey and artwork showed mixed reactions to student interest in
sports. Not only did a large proportion of students note that they do not play sports at Pioneer
Park, but a significant amount also signaled little interest in playing sports at community parks in
general. Taken together, this suggests that if a future goal for Pioneer Park is to draw in more
youths, current field usage may need to be reduced or reassessed. Because the City has
invested considerable time and resources in implementing and maintaining its many sports
fields, a potential solution to this dilemma may be reallocating current field space for different
types of sports. For example, while Pioneer Park currently has four softball fields, softball and
baseball were infrequently identified by students as sports of interest, whereas soccer and
basketball were popular in both survey and artwork submissions. Redeveloping some of the
existing softball fields into basketball courts or an additional soccer field would likely be
appreciated by youths, as well as making the existing soccer field available for all without
reservation or payment.

3. Add a summer water activity
Prior to this community engagement, it was expressed that the addition of a splash pad in
Pioneer Park was being considered by the City. Findings from the visual survey revealed that
58% of student residents in Little Canada or Roseville would be excited about a splash pad in a
community park, and a splash pad did frequently appear in artwork across all three schools and
grades. However, while the inclusion of a splash pad may be supported by youths, it is equally
important to note that student interest in this feature does not appear to be specific to a splash
pad per se, but rather, to a summer water activity in general. Student artwork included splash
pad alternatives on a larger scale, such as a full waterpark or water slide, as well as a smaller
scale, such as a pool, lazy river, or natural swimming area. This suggests immense flexibility in
the sorts of interactive water features that children would enjoy and may help respect the
concerns of adults who oppose a large or expensive addition that could draw crowds to the
community. The City should feel confident that a summertime water activity would be
well-received by children of all ages and that progressing with an interactive water installation,
whatever it may be, would be a valuable investment.

4. Reinforce or expand existing nature and/or quiet areas
Across the board, feedback suggested that students would enjoy more space dedicated to
wildlife, flowers, and trees. Some ideas from youth were new, such as adding a small waterfall
or fountain, but the majority of comments highlighted features that already exist in Pioneer Park,
such as a pond or bridge. It is possible that these suggestions are youth attempts to reinforce
the qualities of the park that they already like, but it may also be the case that children simply
don’t know about some of Pioneer Park’s natural areas. In the case of the latter, added signage
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may be an easy way to address this confusion. In addition to calls for more nature, many pieces
of art included meditation or quiet spaces, which could be considered separate from natural
areas. Although it is difficult to discern if this request was intended for use by youths or simply
included to appease older park goers, survey feedback did note that children enjoy using the
trails and paths for walking, running, and biking, all of which are quieter, more independent
activities. If a dedicated meditation or zen garden is not feasible to include in future park
designs, expanding trail and path options may achieve similar results and benefit other
stakeholder groups.

5. Create opportunities and events that foster community and
relationship building
Overall, qualitative and quantitative feedback from students demonstrated a desire to develop
Pioneer Park as a place for community gathering and relationship building. Although many of
the park features mentioned in earlier recommendations would accomplish this, youths also
proposed multiple ideas for increasing community interaction in other ways, such as adding a
dog park, campfires, or little libraries. There was also overwhelming support for making food
more available, either via food trucks or stalls; extending the hours of the existing concession
stand could easily address this. Youth comments on the need for bathrooms, more benches,
picnic tables, and parking also suggest an interest in increasing the quality and amount of basic
amenities the park provides, all of which would improve Pioneer Park’s ability to serve its
diverse community. Finally, feedback gathered from artwork revealed a strong desire to add
more events or seasonal activities at Pioneer Park, such as a haunted house in Halloween, a
sledding hill in winter, or a community scavenger hunt. While events such as these do often
occur at Spooner Park, their emergence in Pioneer Park feedback signals a youth desire to
have similar experiences at Pioneer Park too. Expanding event options to a second park in a
different location would also provide children and adults an opportunity to engage with Little
Canada residents who live in close proximity to Pioneer Park, thereby fostering a more diverse
and inclusive community experience.

Limitations
Community engagement work conducted in normal times must overcome considerable barriers
to participation, but engagement work done with youths learning online during a pandemic
creates even larger gaps in data collection. As a result, the results used to develop the above
recommendations face significant limitations.
The first limitation to this work is the accuracy of student representation and participation in the
visual survey. To accommodate online learners, survey data was collected electronically via
Google Form, which created a large technological barrier to entry. Responses were received
from barely half of the over 600 students participating in the project, which suggests that many
students were unable to complete the survey at all, perhaps due to lacking a device with internet
or problems accessing the form. Additionally, unlike AFSA and SJ students, LCE students
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completed the survey at home without direct instructor oversight and potentially without parental
assistance. This difference in adult supervision undoubtedly resulted in the submission of
duplicate or inaccurate responses, which likely skewed results collected from younger students
who are more likely to struggle with technology. In fact, I would suggest that responses of
students at LCE, particularly in lower grades, may be overrepresented by as much as
25%, which has large implications for the quantitative data provided in this report.
The second limitation to this work was its collection of artwork. AFSA artwork was only able to
be collected from students who completed it in class, and LCE students, all of whom completed
their artwork at home, needed to both take a photo of their artwork and upload it to a Google
Form in order to share it. Not only was this two-step process an enormous hurdle for students,
but the upload feature in Google Form also required students to sign in to Google before being
able to submit their artwork, an issue that I did not encounter in the visual survey and was
unable to fix for students. Additionally, while students were provided a tutorial video on how to
take a picture of their art and upload it to the form, I neglected to have the tutorial translated with
Spanish subtitles like I had the three main content videos. Speaking with Ms. Wolfe, I later
learned that this lack of Spanish component likely reduced the artwork submissions I would
have received from LCE students who had been completing the project in Spanish.
Finally, the analysis of artwork collected for this project also faces limitations. Differences in
teacher and student approaches to the final artwork component led to a diversity of art received,
which complicated my thematic analysis. SJ and AFSA students were able to have their ideas
“translated” and vetted by instructors who ensured the work was passed along to me; by
contrast, artwork from LCE students was presented through the eyes of the student only. In a
small number of cases, LCE artwork submissions were excluded from analysis because I was
unable to interpret the student’s vision for Pioneer Park. In other cases, it is possible that I may
have interpreted a student’s ideas incorrectly and thus represented their vision inaccurately.
Should a project such as this be implemented in the future (and during a time when in-person
instruction was not available), I would consider alternative ways of collecting quantitative
data, perhaps using a different online survey tool that maintains the same user-friendliness but
eliminates the possibility for students to submit multiple responses. I would also recommend
investing in Spanish oral translation in addition to written translation, as the need for a
Spanish version of all project materials emerged as critical to LCE student participation. Finally,
I would recommend an alternative method of collecting artwork or leading an art creation
session synchronously so that instructions and troubleshooting could be provided in real-time.

Conclusion
Regardless of how this youth feedback is incorporated into the Pioneer Park Master Plan, I want
to reinforce my confidence that youth stakeholders have been thoroughly involved in this
Pioneer Park engagement process, and furthermore, that this project was genuinely enjoyed by
both students and teachers. Regardless of its limitations, the sheer amount of data collected
from K-6 students demonstrates an excitement about Pioneer Park and the opportunity to share
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ideas for its future. Furthemore, the diversity of students involved in this project showcases that
Pioneer Park is enjoyed not only by Little Canada youths, but also those in Roseville,
Maplewood, Woodbury, Shoreview, White Bear Lake, and many other locations. Finally, the
feedback I have received from teachers has been positive, with many expressing interest in
collaborating with me or the City again. I believe that these are valuable stakeholder
connections that should be maintained and utilized in the future, and I would be interested in
returning to aid Little Canada and its youths, perhaps for a historical project centered on Native
American history in the community.

